
Good evening Board.  

 

 I had a CHC Meeting last night and below is some info from the meeting.  As I have done 

previously in June/July, I sent you info via email, as well as, spoke at our board meetings 

regarding information that was shared.  Going forward, our meetings are via Zoom so I will 

continue to provide you with that information.  The August meeting was the presidents meeting 

and those minutes, as well as, months past are always available on the CHC website for your 

reading pleasure!  

 

Highlights from last night: 

 

CHC Tournament 

As of right now, there is no set date, but looking possibly last Feb/Early March.  They cannot 

determine a date as of right now due to the current situation of covid and the continuation of 

monitoring things  in months ahead regarding illness, cancellations or rink issues. 
 

Mite Score Sheets 

These score sheets still need to be submitted to the CHC contact.  Some organizations feel that 

because its mites it isn't necessary, but in fact they are requesting these be completed 

 

Officiating 

The district is down 32% from last year with referees.  60% of the officials are currently either 

18 and under or over 50.   They reminded everyone to be mindful to young referees out there on 

the ice.  
 

Coaching Modules 

The temp cards are taking between 10-30 days to complete.  Again, this is a temporary 

card.  Coaches also that are coaching now, but are due to expire 12/30/20 should really go on and 

complete their modules now and not in December.      
 

 

Rosters 

Coaches will not be allowed on the bench unless all requirements completed.  Safesport, 

Background Screen and appropriate coaching module.   Rosters are being completed as fast as 

possible, but takes at least 2 days for any changes to be approved.  So if you have a change on a 

Friday and play on Saturday, that roster may not get approved in time.   

 

Insurance 

No coverage for any COVID claims 

 
 

Other 

RI recently added onto the CT travel advisory.  Anyone in the state less than 24 hours is in 

compliance, however, the President of CHC is going to find more clarity to this  
 

 

As always, any questions please let me know 

 

 

Kelly 

 


